THE BEGINNER ORCHESTRA AS FANTASTIC 4 CHESTRA
SOMEWHERE OVER GOTHAM...
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I'M BATMAN!

THIS C SHARP ISN'T QUITE IN TUNE YET.

I MUST PRACTICE MORE...

TO GIVE Killian THE CONCERT THEY DESERVE

BUT NOT THE ONE IT NEEDS

BECAUSE...

Killian ORCHESTRA!

I THOUGHT I WAS BATMAN! 😅

I'M BATMAN?
ALIAS: Patient Zero
ALTER EGO: Aadarsh Balireddy
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Ghaahhhaaaaaaaaaa...

ALIAS: Steelman
ALTER EGO: Colby Beaman
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Man of steel, man of beas

ALIAS: Dark Flame
ALTER EGO: Zain Bhaiwala
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award

Flame, Dark Flame

ALIAS: Jabynator
ALTER EGO: Jabyn Bigham
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Bigham, Faster, Stronger

ALIAS: Blue Flame
ALTER EGO: Reeba Blij
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award
Discoverer Award

Stay back or you'll be blue flamed!

ALIAS: KC Sunshine
ALTER EGO: Karine Chalhoub
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Karine will set you straight!

ALIAS: Penguin Person
ALTER EGO: Harry Chen
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

The freeze will take over.

ALIAS: Kabiamo
ALTER EGO: Aldyn Dimas
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Kabiamo!

ALIAS: Jeff
ALTER EGO: Pranit Dedugupudi
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

MyNameisJeff

ALIAS: GOL7
ALTER EGO: Danielle Golden
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

The girl with the golden name

ALIAS: Dreamer Girl
ALTER EGO: Mckinley Harber
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Spirit of Orchestra Award

If you can dream it, you can do it.

ALIAS: KittyQuake
ALTER EGO: Zoe Helms
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

You can run but you can never hide from the KittyQuake!
MUHAHMAHAHAAAA

ALIAS: BatBob
ALTER EGO: Robert Herrera
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

I'm BatBob.

ALIAS: The Huhntress
ALTER EGO: Amy Huh
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Leadership Award

Ready, Amy, Fire!

ALIAS: Johnny Guy
ALTER EGO: John Hwang
SUPERPOWER: Violin

I'm a masters of disguys
When life gives you lemons... squirt them in your enemy’s eyes.

Who will be destruction or who will be the savior or who will be change?

I may be a knight but I work during the day.

five, twenty, three are my favorite numbers

Be happy it drives people crazy.

I’ll be Bach.

Like a rolling stone.

Rebellion without truth is like spring in a bleak, arid desert.

Hi Bye

Any star can be devoured by human adoration, sparkle by sparkle.

Lies are poison, the truth is a knife.

Welcome my midnight nation.

Who sows virtue reaps honor.

You just got toasted.

Youth is wasted on the young.
MY SPIDER-SENSE IS TINGLING. THE KMS ORCHESTRA IS NEARBY!
CAMERATA SMASH!
BRACE YOURSELVES: KMS ORCHESTRA IS COMING.

GAME OF TONES
ALIAS: World War Z
ALTER EGO: Zahra Ahmed
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Ensemble Award

Don’t look down look up.

ALIAS: Remde Sagenab
ALTER EGO: Edmer Banegas
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Ensemble Award

Dmik yekruf lla toetorp l.

ALIAS: Darth Chi
ALTER EGO: Eugene Chi
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Ensemble Award

Punch first, ask questions later.

ALIAS: Choichou
ALTER EGO: Stella Chol
SUPERPOWER: Viola

It’s my choice to decide your fate.

ALIAS: Cruz Control
ALTER EGO: Rodrigo Cruz
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Fast enough for Cruz Control.

ALIAS: Taylor Made
ALTER EGO: Taylor Dansby
SUPERPOWER: Bass

Tinker Taylor Soldier Spy

ALIAS: Dr. Darden
ALTER EGO: Zerrion Darden
SUPERPOWER: Bass

My name is Cool brothers.

ALIAS: Silvernova
ALTER EGO: Alex Duong
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Ensemble Award

The job’s done now give me the money.

ALIAS: Mrs. Captain
ALTER EGO: Grace Ebbinghouse
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Superior Ensemble Award
Section Principal

The world is cruel, so S.H.I.E.L.D. yourself.

ALIAS: E.F.
ALTER EGO: Emily Feng
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Superior Ensemble Award
Most Improved Award

You’ve got claws, I’ve got Feng.

ALIAS: Zero 7
ALTER EGO: Anney Furnival
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Co-Concertmaster
Superior Solo Award
Superior Ensemble Award
Outstanding Ensemble Award

The game isn’t over till the clock says zero.

ALIAS: The Jackal
ALTER EGO: Madison Grijalva
SUPERPOWER: Viola

You’re as much animal as you are human.

ALIAS: Darth Assassin
ALTER EGO: Brandon Ha
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Ensemble Award

The dark knight rises.

ALIAS: Hengerang
ALTER EGO: Michael Henger
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:

Die today, die the next time.
**ALIAS: Joker15**
ALTER EGO: Mirabella Herrera
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Section Principal

Mirrors only show your appearance, not who you really are on the inside.

**ALIAS: The Glove**
ALTER EGO: Jeremiah John
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Love donuts.
Hate unnecessary violence.
And get some exercise!

**ALIAS: Super 21**
ALTER EGO: Ajith John
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Too Ajith to quit.

**ALIAS: Captain Clutch**
ALTER EGO: Emily Ke
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Concertmaster
Superior Solo Award
Superior Ensemble Award
Outstanding Ensemble Award

Be the Ke you wish to see in the world.

**ALIAS: Kottage Cheese**
ALTER EGO: Joshua Kottoor
SUPERPOWER: Viola

When life gives u lemons, give them back to life.

**ALIAS: DYLENITE**
ALTER EGO: Dylan Lee
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Handel with care.

**ALIAS: Brownman**
ALTER EGO: Nuha Nasim
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:

I always think stuff is free.

**ALIAS: Dinhwin**
ALTER EGO: Sarah Nguyen
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award
Spirit of Orchestra Award

Dinh for the win!!!

**ALIAS: CatZoya**
ALTER EGO: Zoya Niazi
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Most Improved Award

I fight for glory, and maybe for people, but rarely.

**ALIAS: Parallel Park**
ALTER EGO: Seohyun Park
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Most Improved Award

Hit the breaks because you’ve just been parked.

**ALIAS: Paris Park**
ALTER EGO: Jun Park
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Paris Park is always a good idea.

**ALIAS: Igniter**
ALTER EGO: Anjali Philippose
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award

Music should strike fire from the heart of man, and bring tears to the eyes of woman.

**ALIAS: Jacquen**
ALTER EGO: Jacqueline Phu
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Ensemble Award

I am Jacquen, and I demand to be treated like Jacquen.

**ALIAS: OVO**
ALTER EGO: Crystal James
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Spirit of Orchestra Award

I might be October’s Very Own, but I was born in August.
ALIAS: Cat Girl
ALTER EGO: Yariann Pizarro Cotto
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Most Improved Award

We know what we are, but know not what we may be.

ALIAS: MasterClass
ALTER EGO: Anur Ramachandran
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Some fight the world from the outside. I destroy it from the inside.

ALIAS: Connorman
ALTER EGO: Connor Redrow
SUPERPOWER: Bass
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Section Principal

Connor will be back.

ALIAS: Godliza
ALTER EGO: Elizabeth Reed
SUPERPOWER: Viola
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

Reed between the lines.

ALIAS: Super Teen
ALTER EGO: Sheejita Saha
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award
Most Improved Award

Live today, suffer tomorrow

ALIAS: The CEO
ALTER EGO: Greg Seo
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Evil is in the eye of the beholder

ALIAS: Leahcm the Great
ALTER EGO: Michael Sheldon
SUPERPOWER: Cello, Piano
DESIGNATIONS:
Section Principal
Superior Solo Award

I fight for money.....Always.

ALIAS: Songwriter
ALTER EGO: Helena Song
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Excellent Ensemble Award
Most Improved Award

I would rather be remembered by a song than by a victory.

ALIAS: Tatum Tot
ALTER EGO: Tatum Storey
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

It’s Storey time.

ALIAS: Alexia Scarlett
ALTER EGO: Alexia Thomas
SUPERPOWER: Viola
Excellent Ensemble Award

Fear is not evil. It tells you what your weakness is. And once you know your weakness, you can be stronger.

ALIAS: Scissors
ALTER EGO: Lucia You
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Don’t run with scissors.

ALIAS: Joshashin
ALTER EGO: Joshua Young
SUPERPOWER: Violin

The darkness will thrive.
The KMS Chamber Orchestra presents

THE INCREDECIBELS
THE HANGING TREE
FEATURING THE KMS CHOIR
ALIAS: The Benchwarmer
ALTER EGO: Chase Allo
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award

You’ve been Allocated.

ALIAS: Billy
ALTER EGO: Tania Baby
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:

IT’S SO FLUFFY!

ALIAS: Fluffy
ALTER EGO: Gracie Baek
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Section Principal
Featured Soloist

IT’S SO FLUFFY!

ALIAS: Lemonaidan
ALTER EGO: Aidan Burnett
SUPERPOWER: Bass
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Ensemble Award

I don’t let the action come to me
because I AM the action.

ALIAS: The Chosen One
ALTER EGO: Grace Cho
SUPERPOWER: Cello

A smile is the chosen vehicle
of all ambiguities.

ALIAS: Clarity
ALTER EGO: Claire Chong
SUPERPOWER: Cello
DESIGNATIONS:
Superior Solo Award
Section Principal
Electric Ensemble

(insert quote here)

ALIAS: The TITAN
ALTER EGO: Jason Colunga
SUPERPOWER: Bass
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Ensemble Award

You will go down
with the strength of my fists.

ALIAS: Super V
ALTER EGO: Viviana De Anda
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Spirit of Orchestra Award

Nature always wears
the colors of the spirit.

ALIAS: The Reverse Harvest
ALTER EGO: Johnathan Ellis
SUPERPOWER: Bass
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award

What you reverse plant now,
you will reverse harvest later.

ALIAS: The Android
ALTER EGO: Ann Jitcho
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Most Improved Award

With confidence, you have
won before you have started.

ALIAS: The Genius
ALTER EGO: Grace Kang
SUPERPOWER: Violin
DESIGNATIONS:
Concertmaster
Superior Solo Award
Outstanding Solo Award
Featured Soloist
Electric Ensemble

There is no great genius without
a mixture of madness.

ALIAS: JK
ALTER EGO: June Kim
SUPERPOWER: Violin

May showers bring June powers.

ALIAS: Archangel
ALTER EGO: Angela Kim
SUPERPOWER: Violin

Every cause produces
more than one effect.

ALIAS: Julie 4
ALTER EGO: Julie Kim
SUPERPOWER: Cello

The foot feels the foot
when it feels the ground.

ALIAS: Wobin
ALTER EGO: Jacob Kimmel
SUPERPOWER: Bass
DESIGNATIONS:
Excellent Solo Award
Most Improved Award
Featured Soloist
Electric Ensemble

Wobin’s here to save the day!
A Kwontum of solace

Money over power, power over money.

We're always trying to justify our actions with ideals. But ideals cannot give grounds for killing another person.

We're always trying to justify our actions with ideals. But ideals cannot give grounds for killing another person.

Are you really sure that a floor can't also be a ceiling?

Hero in a half 'chelle.
SUNIL KRISH
ON BONGOS!

LUCAS ALBANO
ON DRUMS!

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE
KMS CHOIR!

COLIN MEINECKE
MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER ARRANGER

I MUST GET THAT VIOLIN!
OUR KMS ORCHESTRA PROGRAM IS NOT POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE SUPPORT AND COLLABORATION OF OUR FINE KMS COMMUNITY. THANK YOU PARENTS AND FAMILY, ADMINISTRATION, TEACHERS, AND FRIENDS.

LEWISVILLE ISD
SUPERINTENDENT – DR. KEVIN ROGERS
EAST ZONE LEADER – LEIGH ANN LEWIS

FINE ARTS DIRECTOR – BILL WATSON
COORDINATOR OF FINE ARTS – MISSY HEAD

KILLIAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL – DEANNE ANGONIA
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL – TINA KROL
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL – SCOTT SMOLINSKY
COUNSELOR – LISA INGALLS
COUNSELOR – BRENT HUGHES

HEBRON CLUSTER ORCHESTRA
HEBON HIGH SCHOOL – DAWN OYEDIP
ACMS, CUHS – NANCY HEFFERNAN

KILLIAN MS FINE ARTS
BAND – ROB CHILTON
BAND – BRITTANY YANNIELLO
CHOIR – LIZ EDWARDS MORENO
CHOIR – ERIK HOLMBERG
ORCHESTRA – MATTHEW CAUTIWAR
ART – CALEB JACKS
ART – AMBER CROWELL
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY – DAVID STONE

ORCHESTRA FACULTY
BARBARA STAFFORD
LEONCARLO CANLAS
DANIEL CHILTON
JONATHAN FISHER
ALEXIS SNIDER “ARTIST IN RESIDENCE”

SPECIAL THANKS
KMS ART DEPARTMENT
KMS CHOIR
AYUSH PARMAR – COVER ART
CASTLE HILLS EDUCATION FOUNDATION
THE KMS ORCHESTRA WILL BE BACK!